
From: Luke Johnson  

Sent: 13 October 2021 14:56 

To: Licensing  

Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 

Dear Sir, Madam, 

I write in connection with the review of licence with respect to Colebrook Park. 

I object in the strongest possible terms to the Category 3 licensed events continuing in their 

current form. At a minimum, the conditions requested by the EP Team should all be imposed 

(or the strongest form of them where expressed in the alternative).  

The five events that took place over August and September this year caused significant 

disruption to my family.  We live on Vauxhall Lane, which I understand is over a mile away 

from the venue (as the crow flies). Despite this distance, on the dates in question loud, 

thumping base music was audible from around midday to well past midnight.  This made our 

garden unusable and ruined the natural ambience of the Weald. 

The music penetrated the house at night time even with all windows shut. This made it 

impossible to sleep until the event ended. During the day, the music could be heard in any 

room where the radio or television was not being used to drown it out.  It is not reasonable to 

require residents to flood their houses with noise all day just to drown out the sound of these 

events. I would also note that such method of drowning the noise out is rather ineffectual 

given the ability for base beats to be heard over "regular" noise. 

I understand from the terms of the license that these events are intended to be for all 

practical purposes inaudible. As I hope the above demonstrates, this is emphatically not the 

case.  These events are causing significant disturbance to residents of the area. Immediate 

steps need to be taken to control the noise output and successfully render them inaudible. If 

that cannot be achieved, they should be prohibited. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Luke Johnson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Andrew Pentecost  

Sent: 15 October 2021 14:15 

To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 

Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW  

 

Further to recent correspondence with Tunbridge Wells Borough Council, I write to advise of 

the effect on us of the Alfresco Festival in Colebrook Park this year. 

I live at Sandhurst Park TN2 3SZ. 

In previous years we have been subjected to 3 days of loud music booming out (especially, 

of course, bass and drums). 

This year, we didn’t really hear anything during the day but music was evident when we went 

to bed and continued until well after midnight. It was not excessively loud but was, 

nonetheless, disturbing at that time of night. 

 

Regards 

 

Andrew 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: Mrs Emma Underwood 

Address: Southborough, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 0AP 

Comments Details 

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 

Reasons for comment: - Noise Disturbance  

Comments: 11:13 AM on 19 Oct 2021 I suffered extreme disturbance from two recent 

events at Colebrook Lakes, on 27 to 29 August and 18-19 September. The Alfresco event 

was the worst of the two. I was disturbed from excessive noise throughout the whole festival 

during the day and the night. One night until 3am. I lodged a complaint at 1.30am on one of 

the Alfresco evenings and the following day at 5pm. The noise from both events that 

disturbed the most was the loud base. It sounded like it was thumping through the walls of 

my house and I could feel the beat through the bed and through my body. The noise 

definitely increased in volume as the evening progressed. For example, during the Alfresco 

festival , the noise was more low key at 11am and seemed to get louder at 5pm and then 

louder again at 10pm and was unbearable when I was in bed. The noise appeared worst in 

the evenings and the early hours as there was no other ambient noise around to muffle it. I 

was disturbed in the day too but this was less upsetting as I could get on with my day. I was 

very upset at night as I couldn't sleep and I had to close my windows when it was very hot. 

The noise appears to get funnelled up to Brian Crescent, where I live, as we are in an 

elevated position bordering woodland. I noticed that the noise was not noticeable down in 

the industrial estate but back at my house if felt as though my house was on top of the 

festival. Loud music until 3am is not fair on residents. No-one should be subjected to the 

level of noise the Alfresco festival generated and certainly not to 3am. It should finish at 

9.30pm. Why should the majority of residents who pay high council tax have to suffer such 

intolerable noise for the minority who want to party? I can't put into words how much stress 

was generated by the Alfresco festival. I can't imagine having to live through that year after 

year and I know all my neighbours in Brian Crescent feel the same. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Joanne Funnell  
Sent: 27 October 2021 11:06 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Please see below my comments for the above hearing regarding the Colebrook Park Events. 
 
 
I am one of the local residents who has had to endure these awful music festivals over the 
past few years. Every time they are here there are complaints about the volume and base 
from the events. Every time people call and complain and all that is done is calls are logged. 
Nothing is done at the time of the event so as soon as it starts we know its going to be like 
that all weekend. We are trapped and feel very annoyed that nothing can be done. Why 
should our weekends be ruined by these events. The organisers and licence holders are not 
very sympathetic. I have spoken to both in the past and they say they will do something but 
they do not and probably have no intention of doing anything. I have severe anxiety and I 
cannot leave the house which is why I feel like I am trapped in my own house when these 
events are on, they are simply awful and should not be allowed to go on at this site which is 
surrounded by houses. I understand there was 54 complaints from the last events which 
incidentally were on every weekend throughout August giving us no weekend respite from it. 
These events make me ill to the point I can’t eat, I get very anxious even when I see a event 
is going to happen at that site because I know what is going to happen. Please can you do 
something as these events have been allowed to go on for years now at the same high 
music level and it is simply not acceptable to us locals who have to put up with them every 
year. Even writing this I am feeling anxious as I really want something done about this but 
am unable to attend to get my point across. Please please think about the residents when 
reviewing the licence, we shouldn’t have to feel trapped in our own homes and feel ill 
because of licence holders and organisers who don’t care about the noise they make to the 
local residents. Thank you. Joanne Funnell 
 
Ive also attached some comments from a petition I started regarding this which incidentally 
has over 300 signatures which gives you a indication of the amount of people it affects. 
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From: D Lambert  
Sent: 27 October 2021 15:59 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Hello I tried to comment on review 21/02689, but got an error message when I tried to 
submit my comment.  I've copied the comments below and would grateful if you would 
forward them to the appropriate person.  I am commenting as a member of the public, and 
the reason for my comment is Noise disturbance. 
 
Thank you  
 
Comment begins: 
 
We agree with the grounds for review of the licence as stated by Duncan Haynes. We are 
speaking as residents affected by events held at Colebrook Lakes both this year and 
previous years..  
 
• Whether Class 1 or 3 events - the noise levels remain the same. As for making a distinction 
between inside/outside events - a marquee hardly counts as inside  
• We had 3 day festivals on 3 consecutive weekends. Should never be so close together, 
gives no respite, should spread apart and 1 day only 
   
There seems to be no noise reduction in operation. The only mitigating factor I have found is 
the wind direction. Events held 7/9,14/16 August, the wind was blowing from the SW - blew 
any noise away from T Wells.   
 
However, 27/29 August, the noise was noticeable because wind was blowing towards the 
town. We live about 2 miles away in a dip close to Hilbert Park. The noise woke us  2.30am 
Friday 27, Saturday 28 about 1.30am, despite wearing ear plugs and bedroom windows 
closed. It sounded as if it was very close. 
• Events should cease at 11.00pm. 
 
We went out for the day on Sunday 29th to avoid the noise, but when we came home, it was 
very loud, coming across in waves as wind direction changed. Inside the house, we heard 
the beat above the TV with all the windows closed. At one point I thought it was a car parked 
outside the music was so loud. 
 
When we went to bed, we closed the bedroom windows and wore earplugs and yet still 
heard the relentless base beat. I was so angry about the disturbance I contacted our 
councillors and councillors for Sherwood the next day. 
 
On 18/19 Sept, noise was audible from 10pm. At first I thought it was a party, but realised it 
was coming again from North Farm direction.  
 
We would have booked to go away on 27/29 August to avoid the noise, but it was too 
expensive. It just seems unfair and impacts on residents in the area. We personally would 
question the wisdom of allowing loud music events so close to a densely populated area. JP 
& DA Lambert 
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From: Linda Playne  
Sent: 27 October 2021 17:00 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/Review 
 
Good afternoon   
 
I would like to lodge my objection to the licencing of events at Colebrook / North Farm. 
Tunbridge Wells. 
 
As local residents we have on numerous occassions been subject to loud music late into the 
night from events at this location over the last few years. 
 
This year the Alfresco Festival that was held over the August Bank Holiday weekend was 
unacceptable - loud music from lunchtime through until 3am disturbed us all weekend 
making sleeping difficult and spoiling the daytime as we couldn't even relax in our garden. 
This is just the worst of a number of events that have caused us issue both this and previous 
years. 
 
I do hope you give due consideration to the well being of local residents when looking at the 
renewal of the licence for this venue and choose not to renew. 
 
 
Best regards 
 
Mr & Mrs Playne 
Tunbridge Wells 
TN2 3HW 
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From: Samantha L Porter  
Sent: 27 October 2021 12:05 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 
COLEBROOK PARK LICENCE REVIEW 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Dear Sirs 
 
Our property is situated approximately 700m away from the heart of the Colebrook venue 
with only open land and the A21 in between.  For clarification, our property is located at the 
'Autoright' pin on Google Maps shown when our postcode, TN11 0FW, is searched. We 
have lived here for just over 2 years. 
 
After being disturbed by loud music and heavy bass noise for the first time on Saturday 7 
August, we looked into the matter.  We noted that according to the current Licence 
(19/01433/LAPRE) live and recorded music both indoors and outdoors is permitted on 
Thursdays 18.00-23.00, on Fridays 12.00-03.00 and on Saturdays and Sundays 10.00-
03.00.  Potentially causing us considerable disturbances for a total of 54 hours for every 
weekend of the year. 
 
We were then horrified to learn that an application had been made by the Licencees to 
extend these hours for 4 'large' events per year and that, if approved by the Licensing 
Committee, all music could play both inside and outside until 04.30 for a total of four days 
over bank holidays.  The application also requests that the time period between these 4 
events be shortened from 28 days to the 21 stated in the current licence.  This is in addition 
to the 54 hours of music permitted for every other weekend.  Although we can find no 
evidence of the Licensing Committee approving this variation, we assume it has been 
granted as we have discovered that a 4 day event is planned at the venue for 6-9 May 2022 
(Tribal Village Outdoors) and tickets are already on sale via accessallareas.org. 
 
The noise management plans specified within the licence for the larger events do not apply 
to the smaller Category 3 events.  Whilst outside music must finish by 11pm, indoor music is 
permitted until 03.00. Indoor music at Colebrook is played in a marquee which evidently 
provides hardly any soundproofing qualities and we feel that any indoor provisions should be 
removed from the Licence for all categories of events, therefore ensuring that all music finish 
by 11pm at the venue. Together with noise management plans for all categories, keeping 
disturbances to local residents to a minimum. Limiting the total number of events at the 
venue and increasing the respite period between them would also be welcome. 
 
Current noise levels and event durations, we feel, are excessive and regular disturbances as 
permitted under the current Licence will affect not only the way in which we enjoy our 
property, but also the state of our mental health. 
 
 
 
Details of our experience of disturbances are outlined below. 
 
We were first disturbed by the loud music, heavy bass and overly loud p/a systems on 
Saturday 7 August.  We believed this to be a local residents' wedding celebration and 
therefore did not make a formal complaint as it would have been a 'one-off'.  The disturbance 
started at lunchtime - just as our own family lunch began in our garden.  The disturbance 
was non-stop until 3am.  The music, bass and p/a system could clearly be heard during the 
whole event and seemed to be worse once the A21 traffic lessened at about 9pm.  We had, 
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by then, retired to the house and closed all of our windows in an attempt to escape the noise 
- to no avail.  Even with windows closed, the noise could be clearly heard over the tv and 
until 3am.  As a side note, it was a very warm night and having to close the windows was 
extremely inconvenient. 
 
We had the exact same experience on Sunday 8 August and decided to investigate.  We 
found the Colebrook event advertised on social media and realised that this was one of 
several events planned by the venue during the coming month. 
 
Again, we did not complain as we firmly believed that there would have been numerous 
complaints from the local community about the event and that the Council would step in to 
address the noise issue before the next event. 
 
The noise was disturbing again on 13 August.  We drove the local area as it sounded as 
though someone was sitting in their car close to our house with their radio blaring.  Finding 
nobody, we realised that it was another Colebrook event and the Council had, despite 
numerous complaints about the previous event, failed to take steps to reduce the noise. 
 
Again, we could clearly hear music, bass and p/a systems until 3am on the Friday and 
Saturday, both in our garden during the day and during the evening, inside with windows 
closed and over the tv.  We are unsure of the time the disturbance started on the Friday and 
Saturday or stopped on the Sunday as we failed to make a note of it.  We made a formal 
complaint to the Council about this event due to sleep deprivation. 
 
We were, again, disturbed from around lunchtime on Friday 20 August until the early hours, 
we are unsure of the hours on Saturday and until 1am on Sunday 22 August.  We had the 
same problems as on the previous two events.  The music during this event was slightly 
quieter than on the previous two but we could still clearly hear it and the bass and p/a 
systems seemed to be just as loud as before. 
 
The event on 27, 28 and 29 were just as disturbing - particlarly the bass noise.  We are 
unsure of times for the Friday and Sunday but were disturbed until 3am on the Saturday 
night.  Again, over tv and windows closed. 
 
Fortunately, we were away over the weekend of the 17th September when the last event 
took place. 
 
To be clear, when we say we are unsure of the times of disturbances, this is not because we 
were not disturbed.  We were disturbed for the whole duration of all events during August. 
We did not, unfortunately, make a note of all starting and finishing times for all of the 
'festivals'. 
 
To sum up, for every weekend in August, the enjoyment of our property, both indoors and 
ouside, during the day and at night, was compromised due to excessively loud music, bass 
and p/a systems. 
 
Tony and Samantha Porter 
TN11 0FW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Katherine Slessor  
Sent: 27 October 2021 12:22 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Colbrook noise 
 

Hi,  
 
I have already made complaints at the time, but I was told to do this also.  
 
If I don't give enough information please let me know. 
 
We were disturbed on every night of the events, the exception being the one in September 
which did not disturb us. This might have been the wind direction, or the measures they put 
in place.  
 
The August dates on affected us from 10pm onwards, our son had just come out of hospital 
(having been there 3 months and now being disabled) so sleep was really really important. 
But every night they seemed to get louder between 1pm and 2pm. 
 
It was warm, and we wanted the windows open but this was impossible. So we run fans to 
try and dull the noise, and keep us cool. It was the bass that was terrible, just a thud thud 
thud continuously until 2am. 
 
My husband is a nurse at Pembury hospital, and he was going into work having had only 4 
hours sleep which is unreasonable. 
 
We have no issue with the event on a Friday and Saturday night until 12, that seems 
reasonable. But that level of noise until 2am is intolerable when we live in a village not a 
town next to a night club. Sunday night is also unreasonable when people have to get up for 
work having had very little sleep all weekend.  
 
If you need anything else just let me know.  
 
Thanks  
 
Katherine Slessor-Pavely  
Pembury  
TN2 4ER  
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-----Original Message----- 
From: simon charlesworth  
Sent: 26 October 2021 16:03 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 
My name is Simon Charlesworth and I live on Vicarage Road in Southborough. 
 
I wish to complain about the noise pollution coming from several events at Colbrooke Farm 
over the summer. 
 
These events have seriously disturbed our quality of life, caused loss of sleep and 
enjoyment of a bank holiday weekend and other weekends over the summer. 
 
The licensing of these events is unacceptable, unnecessary and an intrusion into our lives 
and permission for future events should not be allowed. 
 
My house backs on to the wooded valley and farm land that runs across the valley towards 
the a21. 
 
We have been disturbed regularly during previous summers by loud electronic music, 
certainly over the summer bank holiday weekend but have not known the source. 
 
We know understand that this is coming from Colebrook lakes or the industrial estate in 
Tunbridge wells. 
 
This summer has been worse than usual. 
 
On the weekend of the August Bank holiday, we had loud electric music, from early 
afternoon to the early hours of the night on Saturday and Sunday and during the day I think 
on the Monday. 
 
The drum and bass beat is very clear when siting in my garden - can occasionally hear the 
DJ and some higher frequencies. Very intrusive and spoiled a nice weekend. 
 
In the house, even with the double glazed windows closed, the bass beat in clearly audible. 
 
With the windows open, this was highly intrusive and disturbed or sleep. 
 
Last weekend, was worse. 
 
Music again starting in the afternoon, even louder and clearer… highly irritating in the 
garden. 
 
 
 
Again clearly audible inside the house, even with the windows open. 
 
Very unhappy about this. 
 
The sound is clearly audible all down Pennington road and I’m sure anywhere having access 
to the woodlands and beyond. 
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It is many miles cross country between vicarage road and the source of the noise - traveling 
along the valley with or without wind. 
 
These events are highly disturbing and intrusive on our enjoyment of our outside spaces, but 
also inside our property. 
 
I’m happy to talk about this as is my wife, as it’s completely unacceptable to have to suffer 
this…./: 
 
I’m sure that there are many unhappy people and these events should not be approved by 
the council. 
 
Appreciate your assistance in ensuring that these type of events are no longer tolerated, or 
that extensive sound reduction methods are made to eliminate, not just reduce this noise 
pollution. 
 
Regards 
 
Simon Charlesworth 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Hugh Patterson (Cllr) <Hugh.Patterson@TunbridgeWells.gov.uk>  
Sent: 26 October 2021 17:02 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Cc: Duncan Haynes <Duncan.Haynes@MidKent.gov.uk>; John McCullough 
<John.McCullough@MidKent.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW Colebrook 
 

 Dear sir/Madam, 
 
As the councillor for Capel Ward on TWBC I would like to to support the views of my 
constituent quoted below who is one of the residents who want to see the licence at 
Colebrook  reviewed by the licensing partnership. I would add the inhabited part of the  ward 
I represent is some considerable distance from the venue and I was surprised how badly the 
residents of Half Moon Lane, Tudeley were affected by the disturbance in the summer. 
Please see the quote below from an email Mr Hodgson sent me at the time (20th 
August) which I believe explains his and his neighbours' experience very well. 
 
Kind regards Hugh Patterson 
  
As you may already be aware, on Friday evening there was very loud music coming from 
across the countryside to the west of us, keeping us both awake until around 2am. I 
assumed it was a private party that had gotten a bit wild, and didn't really think much more of 
it. I am generally fairly tolerant of such things, and don't mind the odd one-off disturbance, 
but I was surprised to hear the thumping bass resume at about lunchtime on Saturday. That 
evening, we had guests staying with us, both of whom were looking forward to a peaceful 
break with us in the countryside as they have two young children, but we were all kept 
awake again until long after midnight. My heart sank when I heard things resume for a third 
day on Sunday. Although the disturbance on Sunday continued late into the night, I was so 
tired from the previous two nights that it didn't prevent me from sleeping. 
 
I was amazed to discover that this significant disturbance was coming from a presumably 
licenced multi-day event at Colebrook Park. We walked from Tudeley to Matfield and back 
on Sunday, and incredibly we could still hear it across the countryside at least 3 miles from 
the venue. ... It strikes me that, on balance, it is unreasonable to allow the disturbance of a 
significant number of people who live in an otherwise quiet rural area, for such a significant 
length of time, continuing so late into the early hours of the morning, for multiple weekends ─ 
ultimately for the benefit of the operators of this venue and event. 
 
It seems like this disturbance impacted many other neighbours ─ I saw a lot of discussion 
about it on social media (namely: Facebook and NextDoor) over the weekend. 
 
I made contact with the venue over Facebook in a sleep-deprived state on Saturday 
evening. To their credit, a representative from Colebrook Park responded promptly and 
politely, however they were quite insistent that they were compliant with the terms of their 
license. Given that such compliance is presumably of existential importance to them, I have 
no particular reason to disbelieve (nor believe) their claim, and suspect that fault may lie with 
whichever authority granted the license. I am very surprised that a licence was issued and 
have to charitably assume that this was issued with oversight as to the considerable impact 
to residents East of the venue. 
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From: Harry Dale  
Sent: 26 October 2021 17:18 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 whom it may concern, 
 
I wish to complain in the strongest possible terms about the noise from Colebrook Lakes 
(21/02689/REVIEW) over the August bank holiday weekend; allowing a festival so close to a 
residential area shows a complete disregard to not only the local residents but also the local 
wildlife. Should future events this be allowed to go ahead one can only surmise that the 
licensing committee only care about money. 
 
We were disturbed on the 27th & 28th August, my details  are as follows: 
 

• Harry Dale 
• Greggs Wood Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN2 3HU 
• Both nights I could hear noise from about 10pm until about 12am. 

 
The noise was largely thumping bass and general music noise, rather than noise from 
festival goers. 
 
It wasn't uniform as presumably not all songs were equally loud and there were gaps 
between songs/DJs, etc. 
 
It seemed to get worse as time went on, but that may have been because there was fewer 
other noises. 
 
We were only disturbed at night, when trying to sleep. We had our bedroom window open as 
it was summer. 
 
Having such a noisy festival less than a mile (as a the crow flies) from a residential area is a 
disgrace. Events at Colebrook Lakes should never be allowed to go past 8:30pm. I'd love to 
know who was responsible for OKing this so I could arrange a festival outside their house!  
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From: Perry Harlock  
Sent: 26 October 2021 17:58 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Licence review reference 21/02689/REVIEW 
 

I would like to let you know how the events at Colebrook Park over the summer affected our 
household, specifically the Alfresco festival on the August Bank Holiday weekend 27th - 29th 
August 2021. 
 
Whilst other festivals on other dates could be heard from our house (Barnetts Way) they had 
finished by 10pm which we felt was acceptable. There was no disruption to our sleep. 
However, the level of music (especially the bass) coming from the Alfresco festival over the 
3 nights on a Bank Holiday Weekend until 3am felt excessive. The music could be heard 
during the day which is fine, but trying to sleep at night was extremely difficult with a loud 
thumping bass being clearly heard in our bedroom until 3am. By the end of the weekend we 
felt exhausted and like we had had our weekend ruined. 
 
My partner and I were kept awake on all 3 nights and in the end had to resort to wearing 
headphones to attempt to block out the noise which was extremely uncomfortable. Whilst I 
appreciate other people's right to have fun I don't feel this should be at the expense of 
residents' sleep (especially over a Bank Holiday Weekend when you would hope to relax 
and recharge). 3am feels like an unreasonable time for a festival to finish when it can be 
clearly heard by the surrounding residents. 
 
I reported the disturbance to the Environmental Health Team at the time and would like you 
to take my complaint into consideration when considering the review of the licence for this 
venue. 
 
Many thanks  

Perry Harlock 
Barnetts Way 
Tunbridge Wells 
Kent 
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From: Amanda Vokes  
Sent: 26 October 2021 18:38 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW Colebrook Park 
 
 
I am Amanda Vokes, , The Ridgewaye, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, TN4 0AD and am 
writing with regard to the events at Colebrook Park through August 2021 - as follows:s 
 

• 7 – 9th August 2021 - we were away from home in The Lakes 
• 14-16th August 2021 - we were away from home in Cornwall 
•  
• 27-29th August - we could hear amplified music from about midday but not too 

annoying as all the other day time noises blended it out! By early evening the noise 
was very loud - it sounded as if it was coming from the bottom of the garden. The 
music got louder through the evening and was easily audible through the double 
glazing. We had to put ear plugs in - my son has never had to do this before - he's 16 
and could not sleep through the noise. We had to shut all windows and put on all 
fans to try to create our own white noise. The heavy bass was beating through the 
wall until at least 2am when I finally got to sleep (fan on, ear plugs in). 

• 18/19th September - as above but continuing for less time. Much louder this time 
though - we could hear the whole dance tracks as if we were in the tent with the 
speakers. Really awful on the Yew Tree Road playing fields. 

 
The landscape forms a natural amphitheatre unfortunately - which I think means that the 
problem is not solvable unless you change the topography! The venue is just too close to a 
massive residential area - Colebrook Lake is not Glastonbury. I want to stress that I am not 
complaining about faint sound levels of a distant music festival, or the odd bass note coming 
across on the breeze, but in fact noise levels meaning we hear a full soundtrack of a raging 
music festival as if it was in the back garden - hour after hour after hour. The noise is 
inescapable and hard to carry a conversation over. When a situation like this occurs, ie. one 
that is entirely inescapable and beyond our control night after night - no recourse whatsoever 
- it affects our mental health, our anxiety levels and we are now dreading next August. This 
is our home, not a festival ground. Put plainly, it's just rude. 
 
 Kind regards, 
Amanda Vokes. 
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From: Alison Penn  
Sent: 24 October 2021 19:27 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW Colebrook Park 
 
 Sir/Madam 
 
I am writing concerning the pop festival held in Coldbrook Park on bank holiday weekend in 
August 2021.   
 
I live in Andrew Road, with my garden backing onto the allotments, so facing towards 
Colebrook Park. 
 
The music was easily heard - in the day time it was less of a distraction.  Although as the 
weather wasn't particularly good, I was sitting outside less than normal. 
However in the evening there was an incessant deep bass noise which went on past 
11pm.  My bedroom backs onto my garden and I could feel and hear this noise even with the 
windows closed.  I found myself moving to my front bedroom in order to sleep. 
 
I think given the proximity of Colebrook Park to the residential area, the issue of the 
loudness of the noise, the deep bass thudding noise and the timing of such a concert need 
to be addressed. 
 
Thank you 
 
Yours faithfully 
Alison Penn (Dr) 
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From: PAULINE SMITH  
Sent: 19 October 2021 13:09 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Licence Review 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
I would like to object to any future licenses being issued for loud music festivals at Colebrook 
Lakes, Park Lane,  Kingstanding Way, Tunbridge Wells TN2 3UP. The area is rural and 
generally quiet and with residential properties nearby is not suitable for noisy thumping 
music festivals which can be heard for miles causing disruption to every day life.  
 
Detailed below is how my life was disrupted by Alfresco Festival over August bank holiday 
weekend this year.  
 
Pauline Smith 
Ashenden Walk  
Tunbridge Wells   
TN2 3UJ 
 
 
27-29th August  
It started with thumping base at about 11am Friday 27th August and continued until early 
hours l went to bed which is a the back of my house at about 10pm I knew that the only way 
I was going to get any sleep was to put ear plugs in but I didn’t sleep that well due to the ear 
plugs and when I woke in the night and removed an ear plug I could still hear thumping base 
sound. My double glazed windows were shut. The noise was about the same level all the 
time.  
 
On the Saturday 28th August I went out about 8.45am and when I returned home in the 
afternoon as soon as I got out of my car I could hear thumping base sound. I had planned to 
do some gardening in the afternoon but didn’t due to the thumping base sound which was 
even louder in my back garden. The thumping sound continued at the same level as Friday. I 
went to bed about 10pm again with double glazed windows shut and ear plugs in again 
awoke in early hours due to ear plugs and when I removed them could still hear thumping 
sounds. I didn’t check the time as I don’t want to know what time my sleep has been 
disturbed.  I usually sleep all night without ear plugs. 
 
Sunday 29th August it started again at 11am I was in my bedroom which is at the back of the 
house and I had to turn up the television so that I could hear it over the thumping base 
sound even with the double glazed window shut. It sounded louder than Friday or Saturday. I 
then went out as I didn’t want to hear the thumping sound all afternoon and evening and 
possibly into early hours. I returned home about 6pm I was very reluctant to return home and 
as soon as I got out of the car I could hear the thumping base sound I could hear sings but 
the words were not clear enough to hear what the song or what the tune was. It sounded 
louder and as if it was coming from the houses at the bottom of Ashenden Walk. I went to 
bed about 10pm double glazed windows shut ear plugs in. I had trouble getting to sleep as 
the ear plugs had become uncomfortable after having to use them 3 night running.  
 
For several days after the thumping base sound stopped I kept getting anxious that it was 
about to start again.  
 
There is little traffic in Ashenden Walk as it not a through road and the area is generally 
quiet. At the bottom of my garden are woods then industrial buildings. There have been 
alarms that have gone off from the buildings that have disturbed the peace from time to time 
over the years and sometimes if I am awake early in the morning in the week I hear what 
sounds like a metal container being dropped but nothing that stops me sleeping or wakes 
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me like to thumping base sound from Alfresco Festival over the August bank holiday 
weekend. 
 
After 3 nights of disturbed sleep I was unable to enjoy August bank holiday Monday as I was 
too tired to do anything.  
 
I have checked the map and the noise is coming from 1.1 mile from my home. I have lived in 
Ashenden Walk TN2 3UJ since 1987 and this has only become problem since late night 
music started at Colebrook Park and every year since it started it has been on it has been 
been a noise problem and I have complained to the Tunbridge Wells Borough Council every 
time but it continues except last year when it was peaceful when it was cancelled due to 
COVID.  
 
Pauline  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Jill Newton  
Sent: 29 October 2021 11:23 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Colebrook Park Licence Review 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
I was disturbed quite severely by the first festival at the beginning of August.  The noise was 
very loud and booming.  There was a noticeable bass  which was very uncomfortable. 
 
Not only was it loud but the time was really anti-social. It was very hot , so obviously the 
windows were open.  I live in The Gill in Pembury.  TN2 4DJ.  It started early , around 
7.30pm.  It carried on, with no reduction in volume until at least 3am in the morning.  We had 
the noise on the Friday and Saturday night.  It was slightly reduced on the Sunday night.   
 
Even at Glastonbury and London they have end times.  There should be no noise after 
11pm. After all the festival site is very close to houses and the noise obviously travels 
across the valley to Pembury.  This is not fair on residents.   
 
The other festivals that took place were not so noisy but there was no mistaking the boom, 
boom beat that went on for hours. 
 
I feel that these festivals are for the benefit of people outside the area.  Residents' wishes 
and well being should be taken into account.  I am an OAP and need my sleep.  Not only 
that I had a young child overnight the first weekend and he had a very distubed night. 
 
So, to sum up, there should be strict time constraints on this kind of activity, similar to other 
venues close to residential areas, and there should be a strict level of noise allowed.  I 
understand that because it is in a covered area it is classed as indoors.  Well, unless the 
walls are of a solid , brick construction this surely should be taken into consideration.  The 
laws of physics are clear.  Sound is stopped more effectively by bricks!  Heavy tarpaulin, not 
so much! 
 
Thank you 
 
Jill Newton 
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From: Nicola Johnson  
Sent: 29 October 2021 12:02 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Colebrook Park Events 
 
21/02689/REVIEW  
 
As a resident of a nearby estate, I am writing to protest about the renewal of the licence for 
the above company. This summers events especially the festivals went on into the early 
hours of the morning with a constant booming noise mixed with crowd noise, rendering sleep 
impossible for 3 nights in a row for myself and my neighbours.  
 
I contacted the  TWBC at the time to register my complaint.  
 
I do think it is unreasonable to expect local residents to put up with this noise until 2 or 3am. 
Besides keeping young children from their sleep, residents could not enjoy the peace of their 
gardens due to the constant and I mean constant noise.  
 
I do hope you will take these comments into consideration before granting a similar licence 
again.  
 
Yours faithfully  
 
Nicola Johnson (Mrs)  
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Address: Colebrook Park Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal 

Tunbridge 

Wells Kent TN2 3UP 

Name: Mrs Sophie Carpenter 

Address Admiral Walk, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3XY 

Commenter Type: Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 

Comment Reasons: 

- Noise Disturbance 

- Opening Hours 

- Prevention of Public Nuisance 

Comment:8:34 PM on 30 Oct 2021 Here is the letter I sent to Licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk 

in 

case anyone needs somewhere to start: 

Objection - 21/02689/REVIEW 

I would like to formerly register my objection to the lateness and volume of the festivals that 

are 

allowed to take place at the Colebrook Lakes. 

I believe these events should have the volume significantly limited well below their current 

levels 

and the hours needs bringing forward to an 11pm finish in line with similar events in 

Tunbridge 

Wells such as Pub in the Park in other residential areas. 

These events that can be heard over a mile away, meaning that my daughter cannot have 

her 

bedroom window open on summer nights due to the noise making it impossible for her to 

sleep. In 

addition, we have have no peace and quiet for whole weekends and bank holiday weekends 

when we would like to be able to enjoy our own garden. 

These feativals go on for far too many weekends over the course of the year are not 

acceptable so 

close to residential housing. 

Kind regards, 

Sophie Carpenter 

Admiral Walk 



From: Megan Colclough <  
Sent: 31 October 2021 13:05 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk>; John McCullough 
<john.mccullough@midkent.gov.uk>; duncan.haynes@midkent.gov.uk 
Subject: Comments on Colebrook Lakes Licensing Review - ref. 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Good afternoon,  
 
I understand there is to be a licensing review for Colebrook Lakes and I would like to add my 
comments please. 
 
My partner and I live at Ashenden Walk, Tunbridge Wells, TN2 3UJ (our house backs on to 
Home Farm Lane, at the back of the industrial units). We have lived here for 3 years now 
and this is the first year we have particularly noticed the noise from the festival site (granted, 
last year was obviously slightly different circumstances).  
 
The noise was noticed on each of the weekends a festival was held (probably from about 
mid-afternoon). The worst was by far the Alfresco festival, with its loud thumping music 
lasting well in to the night. In fact, it seemed to get louder the later it got. We usually have 
the windows open at night, but had to close them to try and make it quieter (not that it made 
much difference); it was also quite a warm night on that occasion so sleeping was made 
even more difficult. I'm also not sure it finished at the stated 2am time.  
As we could hear it thumping away throughout the day, we also were disturbed if we wanted 
to do anything in our back garden for the whole weekend (i.e. have a bbq or meet with 
friends, which we ended up not doing because of the noise).  
 
The other festivals were similarly noisy and disruptive - difficult to sleep at night, constant 
noise throughout the day. They seemed to perhaps finish a little earlier though, and the 
music wasn't quite as thumping.  
 
I think one of the main problems, other than the noise, was that this was a number of 
disruptive events across a short period of time and over consecutive weekends. We work all 
week and to then have our down time at the weekend disrupted was not appreciated.  
 
No warning was given to residents about the upcoming events and possible disruption, 
which just created further bad sentiment towards the organisers. Yes, I heard they offered 
free tickets to local residents for one of the festivals but to be honest, I doubt many would 
have taken up that offer - it was of no interest to us and I am certain it was of no interest to 
our elderly nextdoor neighbours!  
 
If these festivals were to take place in somewhere like Dunorlan Park and cause as much 
disruption there as they have to us I feel more action would have been taken (if a licence 
would even have been granted there!) but because of our location, less was done to 
consider the nearby residents. I personally don't think the site should be used, or at least not 
for weekend long events, because the music carries so loudly and it's not fair to the 
residents nearby to have a number of our summer weekends disrupted. It seems that profit 
from the festivals was preferred over the welfare of the council tax-paying residents.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Best wishes, 
Megan Colclough 
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From: Claire Coxon < 
 Sent: 31 October 2021 10:57 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Events at Colebrook Lakes, North Farm. 21/02689/REVIEW  
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 

Please find below details of dates on which we have been disturbed by music events held at 
Colebrook Lakes. We would greatly appreciate your consideration of the disturbance when 
granting licensing at the venue as the increase in very noisy events is having an extremely 
negative impact on our home life. 
 
Event 7-9th August 2021 
Nothing of memorable disturbance here but we do hear the music in the distance. 
 

Event 14-16th August 2021 
Nothing of memorable disturbance here but we do hear the music in the distance. 
 

Event 27-29th August 2021 
Mrs Claire and Mr Nick Coxon - 1 Doon Brae, Southborough, Kent. TN4 0TF 
 

We noticed noise from this event on all dates above, it was particularly noticeable in the late 
afternoon/early evening from 6pm. We did not complain about the noise at the time because 
we appreciate that people want to have fun over the bank holidays, but did not expect to be 
disturbed every single night over that weekend. 
On each date we were disturbed and were able to hear music and particularly the base 
beating inside our home (double glazed) with the windows shut. It was not pleasant to be 
outside in the garden in the evenings with a constant thumping from the event. We don't 
have a note of the exact time the music stopped but it was definitely 1am and possibly later.  
Each night we hear music from Colebrook Lakes, we feel obliged to try and stay awake until 
the event has finished because we know it will be very hard to sleep. Our young daughter 
who has just started secondary school also struggles to sleep whenever these events are 
held.  
 

Event 18-19th September 2021 
Mrs Claire and Mr Nick Coxon - Doon Brae, Southborough, Kent. TN4 0TF 
 

We first noticed noise from this event at around 6pm and were completely shell shocked at 
the volume. I was so shocked that I made a call to the Councils 'out of hours' phone number 
at around 7.15pm. The noise, music, DJ and base vibrations were at an absolutely 
horrendous level. We closed all windows and doors and could still hear and feel the music 
inside the house. Even with the television on we could still hear the festival over the 
programme noise!! 
The noise heard was as mentioned above, the DJ whipping up the crowd, the music songs 
identifiable and the horrendous level of base. The volume was consistent throughout and 
only subsided when the particular song eased ready for the base to be blasted out again. 
We have NEVER, EVER heard such a terrible amount of noise from and event in all of the 
8/9 years of living at this address. At one point we even felt it may be necessary to contact 
the police for advice. My daughter was extremely upset because there wasn't a chance of 
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sleeping through the noise, even though we had all windows and doors closed. Not pleasant 
on a warm evening. 
 

We are very concerned that Colebrook Lakes venue are a business hoping to cash in on the 
festival scene and make these event more regular and event bigger in capacity. Believe me, 
we enjoy a party as much as the next person but these events are taking the absolute biscuit 
now. They seem to be hosted almost every weekend (certainly over the summer months), 
they are definitely becoming louder and to be honest they are making our weekends a bit of 
a misery. We work hard all week, my husband and I and also my daughter at school. We 
would like to be able to relax and sleep at the weekend but this is becoming very difficult at 
times. 
 

The level of noise from the last event was truly horrendous!!! I've never heard anything so 
intrusive in my life. Ever. 
 

Yours sincerely  
 

Claire and Nick Coxon 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Andy Rankine < 
 Sent: 31 October 2021 17:07 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Cc: John.McCullough@midkent.gov.uk 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW - Represention 
 
Dear Sir,  
 
Re: Colebrook Festival Events - 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Andrew Rankine 
Tudeley Lane 
Tonbridge 
Kent 
TN11 0NL 
 
Colebrook Events: 
7-9th August 2021 - D:Estival (02:30 finish +/- 45 mins) 
14-16th August 2021 Live Forever Festival (03:00+ finish +- 45 mins) 
20-22nd August 2021 - Love Hangover Festival (03:00 finish +/-45 mins) 
27-29th August 2021- AlFresco Festival (unknown finish time as we intentionally left home 
for the Bank Holiday weekend having been disturbed for many previous years) 
18-19th September 2021 D:Estival II (02:45 finish) 
 
I wish to raise serious concerns about the ongoing licensing for the events at Colebrook 
under the organisation of Nick (Iain) Love. I appreciate that the organiser has been working 
the Environment team to limit the noise pollution and disturbance to local residents during 
2021 but these festivals have been plaguing the North of Tunbridge Wells borough (as well 
as a significant proportion of Tonbridge and Malling) for a number of years. The efforts made 
this year to limit that disturbance resulted in no significant improvement in the quality of life 
for those residents directly impacted. Although it was noticeable from the Social media 
“chatter” that the festivals later in the “season” affected the Tunbridge Wells residents for the 
first and only time as opposed to just those in Capel, Pembury and Tonbridge (South). 
Welcome to our world, as they say. 
 
The noise limiting measures put in place over the course of event this year (2021) made little 
or no difference to the disturbance at my home in Park Farm (1.97km from the main stage) 
with the exception of the Alfresco Festival - but that information is taken from second hand 
reports from immediate neighbours who are usually disturbed to the same degree as we are. 
We left for Northern Ireland that Bank Holiday weekend…for no reason other to escape the 
incessant noise disturbance that Alfresco has caused us for countless previous years (with 
the exception of 2020 thanks to COVID-19). 
 
There was no noticeable attenuation of noise from any of the efforts made from the 
Environmental team (although I am aware they were working with the organisers with hay 
bales and the direction of speakers etc.) throughout the summer festival season. Which 
noticeably was weekly. Which made August a very unpleasant, sleep deprived month for 
our entire household. 
 
On that point, I thought that the license at Colebrook was granted for events with a minimum 
time limit between events? As you can see from the scheuldue of events listed at the top of 
this email the events were weekly throughout August. I have a suspicion this in itself 
breaches the Terms and Conditions of the original licence. Happy to be corrected on this 
point - but having just reviewed the conditions, I think I am correct. 
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A final point of note in terms of "Category of Event" definitions: does a fabric marquee really 
qualify as being “indoor” when the very construct of the building offers little, if any, sound 
suppression? There is a reason that music and dancing clubs in town centres are 
historically, and actually, housed in basements. Not on the top of hill, in an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty, 850m from an RSPB nature reserve and with main stage 
speakers facing out towards rural communities who normally have to, at best, put up with 
combines bringing in the harvest. 
 
In my opinion, as a resident of the Capel and a resident of Tunbridge Wells for 25+ years, 
this license needs to to be revoked. At worst, it needs time limiting to midnight at weekends 
and 11:00 on weekdays. There is no reason on God’s earth that people need to visit this 
beautiful borough and subject the local residents, their children, pets and livestock (not to 
mention the rich, abundant and diverse wildlife we are blessed to be surrounded with here) 
to that level of noise,base thumping and discombobulation until 03:00 in the morning. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Andy Rankine 
 
Andy Rankine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Lance Goodship (Cllr 
Sent: 30 October 2021 12:09 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Representation - 21/02689/REVIEW  

Re: 21/02689/REVIEW  

Colebrook Park Colebrook Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal Tunbridge Wells 
Kent TN2 3UP 

 Dear Sir or Madam, 

I would like to make a representation in person as a TWBC borough councillor concerning 
my personal experience living opposite the live music events enabled by this license and 
complaints sent to me by residents in my ward and other affected wards.  

I would also like to present and talk to a petition concerning the impact of the live music 
events allowed with the license at Colebrooks lakes covering this year and previous years. 
At the time of writing there are 302 signatories to the petition. Please let me know if you 
need a copy of the individual petitioner names and addresses. 

https://www.change.org/p/stop-late-night-events-at-colebrook-lakes 

Please see below for an overview of my personal submission that I sent to the environmental 
officers: 

 Your Name Address and Postcode.  

o Lance Goodship, Golding Road, Knights Wood, Tunbridge Wells, TN2 3FN 
o   

• What time did you first notice noise from the event in question. (If you did not notice 
please indicate this as well)  

o  
▪ 7 – 9th August 2021 - from around late afternoon onwards 
▪ 14-16th August 2021 - from around late afternoon onwards 
▪ 27-29th August - I went away for the weekend to avoid being impacted 

by the noise from the music events. 
▪ 18/19th September - from around 7:30pm onwards  

• What was the last time you noticed noise from the event and question.             

o 7 – 9th August 2021 - just after midnight 
o 14-16th August 2021 - around 1am to 2am 
o 27-29th August - I went away for the weekend to avoid being impacted by the 

noise from the music events. 
o 18/19th September - around 10:30pm  

• A brief description of what you could hear. 

o 7 – 9th August 2021 - continuous music with the same monotonous tones with 
a strong bass 

o 14-16th August 2021 - continuous music with the same monotonous 
tones with a strong bass  
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o 27-29th August - I went away for the weekend to avoid being impacted by the 
noise from the music events. 

o 18/19th September - continuous music with a strong bass  

• Was the noise uniform or did it go up and down.  

                Music impact was fairly uniform expect for the weekend of the 14-16th August 
where it was much more noticeable in volume both indoors and in the garden, particularly 
after 9pm 

• Were there any specifically bad times when it appeared worse.  

                On the 14-16th August from around 9pm to just after midnight 

• How it disturbed you during the day (where, and how)     

               I had to close all the windows and couldn't use my garden due to the noise impact. 
Build up of heat in the house from not being able to open the windows also had a stress 
impact.  

• How it disturbed you at night (did you have windows open or closed etc) 

                 I closed all the windows and air vents to try and reduce the noise impact so 
myself, my wife and son could sleep. However, even with triple glazed windows the noise 
was too disturbing and we couldn't get to sleep until around 3am on the weekend of the 14-
16th August which is why we decided we had to book a last minute trip away for the 
following event on the 27-29th August. 

• Any other comments on the noise that you think would be useful to us in assessing 
the impact. 

Background noise is what you expect to a certain degree in a semi-urban area, however the 
type of sound with continuous monotonous bass beat sound is actually very stressful when 
you are trying to relax at home after a busy week at work when it goes on hours on end. All 
the other live music events in Tunbridge Wells that I am aware of end at around 10:30pm 
which seems the right balance and they don't run over all the bank holiday weekends in the 
summer. The balance of the license for Colebrooks Lakes seems disproportionate to how we 
license the other live music events within the urban areas of Tunbridge Wells in terms of the 
number of events allowed and also for it to go on after 11pm. 

 

Regards, 

Lance 

 
 
Lance Goodship 
Borough Councillor (Sherwood) 
 

 



 
From: faye.horsman 
Sent: 30 October 2021 15:14 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Cc: Lance Goodship (Cllr) <lance.goodship@tunbridgewells.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection - 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 
I would like to formerly register my objection to the lateness and volume of the festivals that 
are allowed to take place at the Colebrook Lakes.   
 
I belive these events should have the volume significantly limited well below their current 
levels and the hours needs bringing forward to an 11pm finish in line with similar events in 
Tunbridge Wells such as Pub in the Park in other residential areas.   
 
Events that can be heard over a mile away, meaning that my daughter cannot have her 
bedroom window open on summer nights due to the noise making it impossible for her to 
sleep. In addition, we have have no peace and quiet for whole weekends and bank holiday 
weekends when we would like to be able to enjoy our own garden. These go on for far too 
many weekends over the couse of the year are not acceptable next to residential housing.  
 
Kind regards, 
Faye Horsman 
Golding Road 
TN2 3FP 
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From: William Wu  
Sent: 03 November 2021 09:12 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Hello, 
 
I hope you are all well. My family and I live at:  
 
Doon Brae 
Tunbridge Wells 
TN4 0TF 
 
We would like to object to the licence granted to Colebrook Park. 
 
On both the August Bank holiday (28/29th) 2021 and September Bank holiday (18/19th) 
2021 weekends, we suffered substantial noise disturbance from Colebrook Park (there have 
been previous incidents noise disturbance but we did not link them to Colebrook Park until 
realising later on). Here are the details: 
 
We noticed the noise early to mid-afternoon.  Both weekends we had been tidying up the 
garden, a necessary task we had to curtail because of the constant noise of the bass and 
"music" which made being outdoors terribly unpleasant. 
 
Both weekends, we could still hear the noise at 10pm over our television but had to go to 
bed soon after, so did not stay up waiting for the noise to abate. 
 
The type of noise was of a thumping bass, indistinct "music" of the pedestrian, repetitive, 
tuneless nightclub variety.. It was mostly uniform but intermittently the bass would get louder 
and be more obtrusive. 
 
The disturbance at night was worse, unsurprisingly, given the reduction in traffic and general 
noise. We could hear the bass over our television.  We had all windows closed but could 
hear the "music" from all rooms of the house (whether facing the woods or at the front of the 
house).  At bedtime we had to sleep without fresh air (i.e. with windows tightly shut) and with 
earplugs and still my husband could hear the "music", so we had to switch a fan on to further 
mask the noise. 
 
The noise was audible from all rooms of the house. Doon Brae and the surrounding roads 
are quiet residential, almost semi-rural areas, and I imagine that is the primary attraction and 
reason why the residents chose to live here.  The sort of music and noise emanating from 
Colebrook Park's events is inappropriate and disproportionate.  If I wanted to hear such 
insipid, cacophonous "music", I'd have bought a flat in a town centre close to a garden-
variety nightclub instead.   
 
 
Many thanks, 
 
William Wu 
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From: Mathew Fenner   
Sent: 03 November 2021 19:31 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW  
 

To whom it may concern.  
 
I write following my complaint to Tunbridge Wells Borough Council relating to the noise 
experienced following concerts that were permitted at the Colebrook Estate. The noise 
nuisance was suffered after 11pm and the volume was at such a level that the words to the 
songs could be heard as well as the extensive percussion.  
 
I set out below as issued to the Borough Council the details of the complainants.  
 
14-16th August 2021 
 
Your Name Address and Postcode 
 
Mathew Fenner 
Newlands Road  
Tunbridge Wells 
Kent 
TN4 9AU 
 
What time did you first notice noise from the event in question. (If you did not notice please 
indicate this as well) 
 
The noise was noticed from around 9pm on both nights  
 
What was the last time you noticed noise from the event and question. 
 
Noise was still being heard well after 11pm I could not say exactly as we were trying to get to 
sleep. 
 
A brief description of what you could hear. 
 
Music could be heard with many of the words audible.  lots of instruments and the annoying 
beat of drums. 
 
Was the noise uniform or did it go up and down. 
 
The sound level stayed the same  
 
Were there any specifically bad times when it appeared worse. 
 
We only heard it when we went to bed as the bedroom faces the direction of North Farm 
(although a considerable distance away) 
 
How it disturbed you during the day (where, and how) 
 
No disturbance 
 
How it disturbed you at night (did you have windows open or closed etc) 
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The noise of the music and percussive beats were so audible that my wife could not 
sleep.  Windows were open.  it is the summer and we have the right not to over heat and 
enjoy quiet (especially at unreasonable times) 
 
Any other comments on the noise that you think would be useful to us in assessing the 
impact. 
 
The biggest concern was generally the time.  it went on far too late. 
 
27-29th August 
 
Your Name Address and Postcode 
 
Mathew Fenner 
Newlands Road  
Tunbridge Wells 
Kent 
TN4 9AU 
 
What time did you first notice noise from the event in question. (If you did not notice please 
indicate this as well) 
 
The noise was noticed from around 9pm on friday and saturday but seemed louder 
on the Saturday evening.  
 
What was the last time you noticed noise from the event and question. 
 
Noise was still being heard well after 11.30pm I could not say exactly as we were trying to 
get to sleep. 
 
A brief description of what you could hear. 
 
Music could be heard with many of the words audible.  lots of instruments and the annoying 
beat of drums. 
 
Was the noise uniform or did it go up and down. 
 
The sound level stayed the same  
 
Were there any specifically bad times when it appeared worse. 
 
We only heard it when we went to bed as the bedroom faces the direction of North Farm 
(although a considerable distance away) 
 
How it disturbed you during the day (where, and how) 
 
No disturbance 
 
How it disturbed you at night (did you have windows open or closed etc) 
 
The noise of the music and percussive beats were so audible that both my wife and I could 
not sleep which led to me issuing a complaint.  this was issued at 23.36 and still the noise 
was far too loud.  Windows were open.  it is the summer and we have the right not to over 
heat and enjoy quiet (especially at unreasonable times) 
 



Any other comments on the noise that you think would be useful to us in assessing the 
impact. 
 
I complained at 23.36.  this is far too late! 
 
18/19th September 
 
Your Name Address and Postcode 
 
Mathew Fenner 
Newlands Road  
Tunbridge Wells 
Kent 
TN4 9AU 
 
What time did you first notice noise from the event in question. (If you did not notice please 
indicate this as well) 
 
The noise was noticed from around 9pm on friday and saturday .  
 
What was the last time you noticed noise from the event and question. 
 
Noise was still being heard well after 11.00 I could not say exactly as we were trying to get to 
sleep. 
 
A brief description of what you could hear. 
 
The dull rhythm of a beat. 
 
Was the noise uniform or did it go up and down. 
 
The sound level stayed the same  
 
Were there any specifically bad times when it appeared worse. 
 
We only heard it when we went to bed as the bedroom faces the direction of North Farm 
(although a considerable distance away) 
 
How it disturbed you during the day (where, and how) 
 
No disturbance 
 
How it disturbed you at night (did you have windows open or closed etc) 
 
The noise of the percussive beats were so audible that both my wife and I could not 
sleep.  Windows were open.  it is the summer and we have the right not to over heat and 
enjoy quiet (especially at unreasonable times) 
 
Any other comments on the noise that you think would be useful to us in assessing the 
impact. 
 
None 
 
I trust this clarifies.  In general the issue was that the noise went on far too late in the 
evening and was contrary to my expectation of quiet enjoyment. 



 
Can you please clarify the next steps in dealing with this complaint.  
 
Regards 
 
Mathew 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Martin Rohan  
Sent: 04 November 2021 08:31 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
Importance: High 
 

To whom it may concern  
 
Colebrook Festival Events - 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
Martin Rohan 
Tudeley  
Kent 
TN11 0NL 
 
Colebrook Events: 
7 - 9th,  14 - 16th, 20 - 22nd, 27 - 29th August and 18th – 19th September      
 
I wish to raise serious concerns about the ongoing licensing for the events at Colebrook. The 
noise pollution is completely unacceptable and cannot be allowed to continue until the 
previous timings of 2am or 3am in the morning.  
 
I have regularly attended Pub in the Park which has a hard stop to alleviate noise pollution 
and disruption and the Colebrook events should be managed under the same licencing 
restrictions. I am guessing that it is a "Category of Event" definition regarding the licence but 
given the exceptional noise pollution I urge the revaluation of the licence given the events go 
on during the day and they could easily finish at 10pm or 11pm. 
 
Thanks, Martin  
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Comments were submitted at 8:15 PM on 04 Nov 2021 from Mr David Kitley. 

Address: Colebrook Park Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal 

Tunbridge Wells Kent TN2 3UP  

Name: Mr David Kitley 

 

Address: Yew Tree Road, Southborough, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 0BJ 

 

Comments Details 

Commenter Type: Member of the Public 

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 

Reasons for comment: - Noise Disturbance  

- Opening Hours  

- Prevention of Public Nuisance  

Comments: 8:15 PM on 04 Nov 2021 We are strongly opposed to the allowance of loud 

music from Colebrook Lakes.  

We could hear loud thumping music that continued after 10pm at night and we had to shut 

our windows in order to sleep This happened on several occasions on Bank holiday 

weekends during the summer of 2021. We live in a residential area, so this noise would have 

affected 100s of other homes also in this area. 

We would therefore strongly object to a licence being issued that would allow such music to 

continue till 3am, and would be happy if it could only continue till 9pm. Even that would not 

be good for young families. 

We sincerely hope that no further permission for such music will be given 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: David Parker  
Sent: 04 November 2021 10:50 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW Corrected, please delete my previous! 
 

Re 21/02689/REVIEW 

Thank you for the opportunity to air my reasons for objecting to the licence for “festivals” at 
Colebrook Park. 

Throughout this summer we have been disturbed on weekend evenings by the continual 
thump of bass music reverberating across to our home and beyond towards Tudeley. Other 
families with young children in the road were equally disturbed. 

We invited Mr Nick Love (co-licensee) to attend our property and he was surprised at the 
sound level that we were experiencing as all his computer projections had indicated that we 
would not be affected.  

My understanding from John McCullough is that being in marquees counts as “indoors for a 
Cat 3" so both live and recorded music can continue until 3am - anyone who has spent a 
night under canvas would appreciate the absurdity of this with regards to noise attenuation, 
indeed Mr Love admitted to me during a visit to the site that the taut skin of the marquees 
didn’t help the situation as they acted as drums and amplified the bass notes! 

The festivals were held every weekend from the beginning of August until into September. 
Music was audible from noon to 3am every day over extended weekends  (Friday to Monday 
inclusive) - For comparison Glastonbury runs for only 5 days throughout the whole of the 
year! 

Allowing a 3am finish is allowing the unacceptable noise levels to continue much later than 
any other venue in the area (Dunorlan Park).   

The level of complaints on social media during the time these festivals were running was 
extremely high. A number of people also took their complaints up at the time with TWBC 
(Gary Stevenson), local councillors and environmental Health (John McCullough). Sadly as 
it’s now November memories are fading of the dreadful noise which the residents had to 
endure and I’m assuming the number of representations to the licensing committee will be 
lower than they would have been at the time. It would have been useful if duplication (or 
even triplication) of complaints hadn’t been necessary and then the true level of frustration 
would be visible to the licensing committee now. 

I live in a Grade 2 listed property (single glazed as that’s all I’m allowed) in an area of 
outstanding natural beauty which we obviously paid a premium for to ensure peace and 
tranquility but sadly we were unable to enjoy evenings outside due to noise levels. 

Geographically Half Moon Lane lies almost immediately due east of the site at Colebrook 
Park and with a prevailing westerly wind and a lack of trees between us and the site, I 
cannot see any way that the noise levels could be attenuated to a suitably low level to not 
cause annoyance to residents on our road. Mr Love attempted various methods, turning 
loudspeakers into the marquees and surrounding them with hay bales – that didn’t work, 
tweaking bass levels – again with no appreciable affect. On only one weekend were we not 
disturbed by the noise and that was a result of the wind changing direction to a north 
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easterly and Mr Love changing the orientation of his loudspeaker arrays – this led to a 
barrage of complaints from the Sherwood area! 

As an airline captain, I work odd hours and days of the week. I require a good restful night’s 
sleep before flying hundreds of passengers who expect their pilot to be alert – this just was 
not possible to achieve this summer. 

In short…. 
 
No efforts at mitigation have been successful in reducing noise (bales of hay around speaker 
stacks, realigning loud speaker arrays, computer modelling etc) 
 
The number of days that festivals are allowed to operate on this site is excessive in relation 
to other festival sites (Glastonbury, Reading, Hyde Park etc) 
 
Other festivals have curfews well before the 3am curfew currently offered to messer's Bowie 
and Love. 
 
 
Kind regards 
 
David Parker 
Half Moon Lane 
Tudeley 
Kent 
TN11 0PS 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Ben Hodgson  
Sent: 08 November 2021 22:22 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW - Representation re: Colebook Park license review 
 

Good evening, 
 
I write regarding the licence review for Colebrook Park, ref. 21/02689/REVIEW. 
 
Thank you for conducting a review into this premises license, and for giving residents an 
opportunity to comment. I object to the current licence. 
 
My wife and I, as well as many of our neighbours and visitors to our home, were significantly 
impacted by amplified music from events at Colebrook Park in August this year. These 
events ran all weekend, sometimes starting at lunchtime, and ending very late ─ around 3am 
on multiple occasions. We could hear bass very loudly inside our property with all windows 
closed. This impacted our sleep, and caused stress throughout these weekends. We 
typically go walking in the countryside to relax at the weekend, but this disturbance was 
inescapable ─ on one day we could still hear thumping bass almost as far as Matfield. This 
was particularly distressing, as it made it very apparent that there was nothing we could do 
to escape the noise. After several weekends of multi-day disturbance, on one occasion we 
had to just leave our home and stay overnight with family. 
 
We live in a grade II listed property, which limits our ability to attenuate sound, as installing 
double glazing is not permitted. Colebrook Park's events notwithstanding, this is generally 
not a problem, as we are located in a rural and very peaceful area, inside the High Weald 
Area of Outstanding National Beauty. 
 
I can only imagine that the current license's terms were conceived under the assumption that 
the impact on residents would be much lower than it actually is. Given the impact on 
ourselves and our neighbours, from the volume of response regarding these events to 
Environmental Health, and more anecdotally from the size of the response on local social 
media, it is clear to me that such an assumption is incorrect. It seems utterly unfathomable 
that events at Colebrook Park can disturb residents so significantly for multiple weekends in 
a row, for three consecutive days each time, from the daytime until 3am, and still somehow 
still be operating within the terms of the license. 
 
The current licence's allowance of indoor music until 3am is particularly flawed. The tents 
used for some of the events at Colebrook Park do very little to attenuate noise. In fact, the 
tight tent roofs appear to help transmit bass frequencies. 
 
I was in contact with licensee Nick Love after the first weekend's event. To his credit, he 
seemed very sympathetic to the disturbance that my neighbours and I experienced. He 
visited our property during at least one of the events, later expressing surprise at the high 
level of noise which could be heard, and seemed motivated and willing to take action to 
resolve the problems. From a number of conversations I had with Mr Love, including one 
during a tour of the site at Colebrook Park which he kindly gave on one occasion, I 
understand that a number of attempts have been made to lessen the impact on residents, 
including: changing the positions of speakers, adjusting the levels of certain sound 
frequencies, surrounding speakers with hay bales, and loosening the tension of venue's 
tents' roofs. Unfortunately these measures were generally ineffective, from my experience. I 
should note that for one of the final events of the series, sound levels were noticeably 
reduced for us compared to the other weekends. I am not sure whether this was due to 
intervention by the licensee, or a change in wind or weather, however it was clear from 
social media that this just shifted the disturbance onto a different set of residents to the 
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South and to the West of Colebrook Park. 
 
In case it is helpful, I include below verbatim the account I provided to Duncan Haynes and 
John McCullough at Environmental Health, which they requested during late summer this 
year. 
 
=== 
 
7–9th August: I do not recall being disturbed, however we were at our neighbour’s wedding 
on the 7th until 1-2am on the 8th. 
 
13th–15th August (you asked for 14th–16th, but I believe the event was actually one day 
earlier than this). We were significantly disturbed until very late for all 3 days of this event. I 
started hearing loud bass from about lunchtime on Friday but didn’t think much of it at first. 
We were kept awake until about 2am but wrote it off as maybe a one-off party that had 
gotten out of hand. The nature of the noise over the whole weekend approx noon–2/3am 
was mostly thumping bass. The noise levels went up and down over time (maybe due to 
wind?), but was almost continually present during these times. On Sunday the 15th, we 
walked to Matfield and back and amazingly could still hear bass quite loudly from 2.5 miles 
away across the countryside (this would have been at about 5pm). This was pretty upsetting, 
as we knew it would be worse when we got home as we were walking back. 
 
20-22nd August (you did not ask about this date, but there was another event, the "Love 
Hangover" festival on these dates, see publicity here). We were significantly impacted in the 
same way as the previous weekend on Friday 20th August. After another sleepless night 
and the prospect of another weekend of the same, we went away to visit my sister in law 
overnight on Sat 21st to get an undisturbed night's sleep. We returned on Sunday at about 
6:30pm. My neighbour and I were in contact with Nick Love (licensee), who we met in 
person for a tour of the venue on Monday 23rd August. 
 
27th-29th August: After the repeat on the previous weekend, we went away again to visit 
my parents and sister overnight on Saturday. We were at home for the 27th and 29th, 
however, and although we could faintly hear some intermittent sound from Colebrook on 
occasion, we couldn't hear it inside, and I would not describe the event as having disturbed 
us. 
 
18th-19th September: We didn't hear anything from Colebrook Park this weekend, however 
there was another very loud event at The Hop Farm running for 2 days that weekend which 
would have masked it. This event ended at about 10pm, however, and I didn't hear anything 
from Colebrook after that. 
 
=== 
 
Regards, 
 
Ben Hodgson 
Half Moon Lane 
Tudeley, Kent, TN11 0PR 
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From: Hannah Johnson  
Sent: 08 November 2021 12:02 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 

Re: Colebrook Park Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal Tunbridge 
Wells Kent TN2 3UP  
 
Dear Sirs / Madam 
 
I would like to raise my objections to the Category 3 events license granted to Colebrook 
Park on the basis of an ongoing and unacceptable noise generated from music to my 
property.  
 
I live in the Castle Hill area (TN11 0QF), in close proximity to the event.   
 
The noise from the event is unbearably loud and extremely intrusive inside my property, with 
events running for an entire weekend, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night into Monday 
morning at 3:00am.  
 
I have previously made contact with event organisers and they insist they are working within 
the parameters of allowed noise but this cannot be the case.  I appreciate it may have an 
impact on exact location of event and direction of speakers but it has made our experience 
very unpleasant on occasions.  I have also reported via TWBC website for noise and never 
had a response. 
 
Running music events into the very early hours of the morning at such high music volumes 
has a significant negative impact of the enjoyment of my property and my general wellbeing 
and is wholly unacceptable.  
 
Kind regards 
Hannah Johnson 
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From: Jonathan Rugg  
Sent: 08 November 2021 10:56 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW | Review of licence | Open for Consultation | Colebrook Park 
Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal Tunbridge Wells Kent TN2 3UP 
 

21/02689/REVIEW 

Colebrook Park Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal Tunbridge Wells 

Kent TN2 3UP 

08th November 2021  

  

Dear Sirs,  

I Would like to raise my objections to the Category 3 events license granted to Colebrook 

Park on the basis of an ongoing and unacceptable nuisance generated from music to my 

property.  

I live in Castle Hill Farmhouse (TN11 0QG), with less than a mile of open farmland between 

my property and the event.   

Having purchased the property at the beginning of this summer, for myself and my family of 

young children the noise generated by the event night after night until 3:00am throughout the 

summer has created a LIVING HELL of headaches and sleepless nights:  

1. I have three small children; the noise is so excessive inside our house that they are 
simply unable to sleep whenever Colebrook Park is running a music event. To be 
clear we cannot even begin to initiate bedtime with them until after 3:00am after the 
music has finished. This has been our experience on Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
nights, an entire weekend of deprived sleep has inevitably caused severe emotional 
and psychological distress to my children. The current licencing arrangement fails to 
safeguard their wellbeing.  

2. We live in a listed property, with historic single pane casement windows, which are 
easily penetrated by the extreme noise from the event, that has them shaking in their 
casements. We also have open fireplaces in most of the downstairs rooms and the 
bedrooms above, which carry external noise into the house. Our house is not a 
modern acoustically insulated property, and given its listed status we have no means 
by which we might make it so. Noises outside are clearly audible inside, at times the 
noise is so loud that it is difficult to have a conversation in our garden, which is 
reflected inside too.  

3. Over the summer we had to cancel a family party, which was due to be held in our 
garden because it was just not feasible to entertain people in our garden due to the 
noise from the event. The events that run at Colebrook Park prevent us from enjoying 
our own property.  

4.  

I have to say that this was our first summer in our new house, when the first event started we 

were in utter disbelief at the level of the noise (!), this disbelief was only surpassed when we 

realised that the event ran until 3:00am (!!)… and then again when we realised the event ran 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday night, all the way through to 3:00am Monday morning (!!!), a 

couple of hours before my family and I get up for work. I simply cannot fathom how 

Colebrook Park could have been granted a licence to run such events given the close 

proximity of residential properties.  
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I cannot believe that the licence would have been granted if any member of the council lived 

at my property and I would invite them to spend a night at my house when an event if being 

run and challenge them to achieve any sleep.  

Your sincerely  

  

Jonathan Rugg  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Glenys Charlesworth  
Sent: 08 November 2021 21:48 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21//02689/Review Colebrook Park 
 
Dear Sir / Madam 
I am writing to submit a representation regarding the license review of Colebrook Park 
reference number 21/02689 / REVIEW. 
 
The events at Colebrook Park in August and September 2021 were annoyingly loud and 
could clearly be heard both in our garden and inside our house (even with the windows 
closed). 
We were particularly badly affected by the Alfresco Electronic Music Festival on Friday 27th, 
Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th August. The music was loud, repetitive and had a persistent 
thumping base beat (electronic dance music). It went on over the whole weekend and well 
after midnight on Friday and Saturday which had a terrible impact on my sleep. The weather 
was hot and we couldn’t open the windows due to the noise which was irritating and 
stressful. I could not sleep even with earplugs and felt extremely tired after the weekend. 
This continued on the weekend of 18th and 19th September. The music could clearly be  
heard, to the extent that I could hear song lyrics. I found it irritating that it went on for so long 
and we could not enjoy our garden. 
 
Please please do not grant any further licences for this type of event at Colebrook park. It is 
a public nuisance and prevents local residents from using their gardens during the day in the 
peak summer months, affects their sleep and is enormously stressful  (which in turn for 
some has an impact on health). 
 
Yours faithfully 
Glenys Charlesworth 
Vicarage Road, Tunbridge Wells TN4 0SN 
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From: Sharon Hutchins < 
 Sent: 08 November 2021 12:17 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/review 
 

Dear Sir/Madam  
I wish to oppose the review on Colebrook Lakes west of Kingstanding Way Tunbridge Wells. 
This is due to the hideous noise all summer.  
4 consexetive days on numerous weekends throughout the summer from morning till late at 
night. 
This is not acceptable 
Yours sincerely  
Sharon Hutchins 
Tonbridge  
TN110QG  
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From: Jeff Crocker  
Sent: 09 November 2021 18:02 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Cc: john.mccullough@midkent.gov.uk 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I wish to register my strong objections and concerns to the prolonged nuisance caused by 
the summer music events- Live forever festival 7-9th August 2021 3.00 am finish!  - love 
hangover 20-22ndAugust 2021 3.00 am finish! -Al fresco Festival 27-29thAugust 2021. D 
Festival 18-19 September 2021 2.45 am finish! 
 
While It maybe acceptable to hold the occasional event for those unfortunate minority of the 
conurbations the ruin of our summer weekends and then sleep disturbance is really 
unacceptable. Is it possible that the council/licensing authority condoned such prolonged 
disturbances in this quiet and beautiful rural area an AONB in fact! I awoke from a nightmare 
believing I was in greater London. It all appears fishy I must say and I wonder does it 
contravene the licence agreement? 
Concluding I would very much appreciate your very best endeavours to prevent this 
diabolical illogical nuisance from polluting gods country. 
 
Your faithfully 
Jeffery Crocker & Sharon Hunt 
Tudeley 
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From: Maria Owen  
Sent: 09 November 2021 23:12 
To: Licensing <licencing@sevenoaks.gov.uk> 
Subject: 21/02689/REVIEW 
 
 
Colebrook Park Colebrooke Lakes Land East Of Kingstanding Way Royal Tunbridge Wells 
Kent TN2 3UP  
 
09th November 2021  
 
To whom it may concern,  
 
I would like to raise my objections to the Category 3 events license granted to Colebrook 
Park on the basis of an unacceptable nuisance generated from music to my property.  
 
I live on the Sherwood estate (TN2 3HY), and during August of this year could both hear the 
music and see the lights from our property. 
 
The noise from the event is unbearably loud (making it impossible to have any windows 
open) and extremely intrusive inside my property, with events running for an entire weekend, 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night through to 3:00am.  
Running music events into the very early hours of the morning at such high volumes has a 
significant negative impact on the enjoyment of my property and my family's wellbeing which 
I feel is wholly unacceptable. 
   
Kind regards 
 
Miss M Owen 
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